Music

AT EASTERN

The EWU Department of Music presents

Cheney Jazz Collaboration!

Cheney Jazz II
Cheney Jazz I
EWU Jazz Lab Ensemble
EWU Latin Jazz Ensemble

Wednesday, December 4, 2013
7:30 p.m.
Showalter Auditorium

Program

Timeline
In Her Family
Orange Sherbert

Doug Beach
Pat Metheny / Arr. Rober Curnow
Sammy Nestico

Miss Missouri
Moment of Sorrow
Missing Tooth

Benny Carter
Tom Molter
Doug Beach

Cheney Jazz II, Directed by Joshua Wisswell

Cheney Jazz I, Directed by Rich Sonnemaker

~Intermission~

Cute
The Essence
Miss Fine

Neil Hefty
Dan Hearle
Benny Carter

Jazz Lab Ensemble, Directed by Jenny Kellogg

Forever Starts Today
Mile High Samba
Latin Dance

Tom Kubis
Tyler J. Mire
Bob Mintzer

Latin Jazz Ensemble, Directed by Phil Doyle
Personnel

Cheney Jazz II
Saxophones
Kaleigh Critchlow
Elizabeth Hansen
Sebastian Hill
Amanda Hosmer
Callan Hosmer
Aiden Hubbard
Keenan Loughery
Grace Schneider
Brooklyn Spencer
Trumpets
Caleb Athorn Arangkulk
Sarah Dinsen
Alannah Lewis
Caleb McCombie
Trombones
Sierra Alsop
Jennifer Harwick
Brooke Hosmer
Andrew Jenkins
David Worthey
Rhythm
Eric Fencel
John Ford
Brock Jongeward
Joe Keller-Williams
Makayla Lewis
Courtney Schwendiman
Hannah Simonsen
Wade Taylor

Cheney Jazz I
Saxophones
Georgiana Black
Hope Caruthers
Alejandra Chavez
Tim Dykstra
Cody Tapia
Trombones
Matt Peterson
Tim Bennett
Alicia Hubbard
Xavier Meyer
Trumpets
Ben Parrish
James Nazar
Wes Schneider
Ryan Smedley
Crissy Turner
Rhythm
Gavin Davis
Kyle Labish-Moad
Sam Schreiber
Nick Stawn
Jerika Boal

Jazz Lab Ensemble
Saxophones
Kaity J Mauri (alto)
Morgan Music (alto)
Connor Gore (tenor)
Dylan Manly (tenor)
Amanda Tow (bass)
Trombones
Ky Curry
Kevin Cashion
Kyle Beazley (bass)
Trumpets
Sean Gienapp (co-lead)
Kyle Houston (co-lead)
Corey Oglesbee
Taylor Smith
Conner Darrow
Rhythm
Tonya Ballman
Jake Madison
Candice Jones
Nick Smiley
Danny Schroeder
Tommy Patton

Latin Jazz Ensemble
Saxophones
Chris Shepard (alto)
Matt Daveny (tenor)
Jacob Lorber (Bari)
Trombones
Lukas Selfridge
Brady Wickett
Eric Gooler
Trumpets
Tyler Zlatich
Tim Blaydon
Monty Boldt
Jay Jones
Issai Garcia
Rhythm
Carlos Alfredo Purata
Lauren McKinley
Diego González
Quindrey Davis
Ben Dysart
Armando González
José Dorantes